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are between nations, although the principal remain the same. This 
shows how cultural and social specificities of populations should be 
taken into account when building a model of democracy. This can be 
seen for instance in the different regulations governing who can be 
candidate for elections and who cannot among the citizens of the same 
population. This is also reflected by the differences between countries 
on how professional competence of decision makers and rulers can 
or cannot be evaluated by general public or whether there should be 
a preliminary professional evaluation of candidates in terms of their 
professional competence. 

However, applying such basic principle requires practical tools 
to make sure the democratic process is correctly followed and its 
objectives fairly reached. With the concept of “democracy quality”,1,2 

several points within the democratic process can be highlighted. First 
of all, the citizens are asked to elect those they think are the best to rule 
the country. However, we should ask whether the citizens are fairly 
informed about and equally influenced by each one of the candidates 
while they have differences in terms of media (possibly not free3) 
access and influence,4 campaign finances resources. Indeed, media 
can either give a higher voice (allow more time on TV for example) 
for a specific candidate and/or present him as the best while hiding 
or presenting an inaccurate profile of another candidate. The options 
to overcome such democratic deficiency could be via legislations 
that would ensure equal media access and fairly limited financial 
resources for the campaign to avoid an over influence. Media should 
also be objective in presenting candidates and parties without taking 
position for any of them. Most importantly, the electors should focus 
on the candidates’ profiles and their programs rather than the “lights 
they use during the meetings” which requires to increase awareness 
probably via a political education that starts at school but does not 
end with advances ages. Such education would allow electors to finds 
out whether the political programs are realistic among, generally 
speaking, developing a political maturity. 

Many leading and decisions-making individuals are not elected 
but are rather named or appointed by persons or institution that 
might or might not be elected which means that the general public 
have no impact or how such nomination are made or decided. Herein, 
there is a need to develop ways leading to determine laws and define 
processes via which the non-elected individuals can be appointed and 
most importantly made responsible for their actions via a democracy 

approach. To be democratic, such laws and processes have to be 
passed via a referendum or adopted by an elected parliaments within 
designed electoral institutions5 and autonomous election management 
bodies.3 Some positions cannot be decided by election due to the 
professional character of the tasks to be completed by the individual 
such as technical supervisors, medical officials and scientific experts. 
In this case, the choice should be made via an internal (local) 
democracy in which only those with enough knowledge about the 
fields and sufficient implications within the concerned organism. 

Whereas, the democracy is, by definition, the application of what 
the majority wants, protecting the rights of the minorities remains 
a challenge. Indeed, although many charters have existed at the 
international, regional and national levels,6-8 some legislative systems 
technically allow adopting laws that might overcome some charters. 
This issue raises the question of the strength divers legal and juridical 
documents (charters, constitutions, international conventions, 
etc) have compared to each other’s and whether that have to be 
“unmodifiable” to protect the political and social stability of the 
nation or they can be overcame by a government (parliament) that 
is democratically elected buy the citizens to reflect what the majority 
general public wants as per the democracy purpose?

The ethical issues are and have always been among some of 
democratic deficiencies.9-11 For instance, a politician can target by 
his speech a special group and adapt the political program towards 
such selected speech even that politician does not really believe in the 
related concept. This leads us to the last point to mention herein,which 
is whether the elected individuals or parties will in fact respect the 
promises they made during the electoral campaign and how far will 
they go in following the electoral program they have presented. 
Indeed, generally the only “political punishment” they could get for 
not doing so would be not be elected again. In fact, even the most 
democratic systems do not have a legal process allowing citizen to 
“sue” or “judge” those they elected for falling to fulfill their political 
promises. 

It is well understood that either applying democracy itself or the 
approaches developed to optimize it has to be “adapted” to the local 
properties of the nation depending on the political system (presidential, 
parliamentary, kingdom, etc) and the local culture of the society 
(occidental, oriental, conservative, liberal, etc) and also by including 
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Opinion
The basic description of democracy is defined as the political 

ability that a nation (or a group of individuals) has to decide the 
general policy of a country through selecting (elections) the leaders, 
the decision makers and the rules of governing. This approach 
aims to create a governance of transparency and develop a control 
methodology over the actions of the responsible. Historical record 
shows how the democracy evolves from ancient Greece until our 
modern era through going via different nations and civilisations. Each 
one of those nations had different traditions and might have adapted 
the democratic practices according to the local culture and costumes. 
Therefore, now we can see how different the democratic practices 
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related concepts such as policy evaluation.12 The concepts introduced 
within this piece are not only for the politics at the national level but 
also at the institutional level such as hospital governance13 and bank 
systems.14 Importantly, the question of adequacy and structure of our 
democratic institutions today can also be put for instance because we 
have the technology which makes it possible for the general public to 
be approached and asked about any issue on daily basis.

Democracy, as any human-developed approach, is not perfect but 
is seems to be the best approach human societies were able to develop 
in order to have a civilized and peaceful way of selecting leaders and 
rules governing nations and, most importantly, avoid armed conflicts 
as a “selection process” and a way to determine who rules especially 
that this affects all the aspects of life including economy.1
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